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SPX Monitoring purposes; Sold long SPX 8/3/20 = gain 1.49%; Long SPX
Monitoring purposes GOLD: Long GDX on 7/8/20 at 38.62.
Long Term Trend SPX monitor purposes; Short SPX 5/13/20 at 2820.
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on 7/30/20 at 3246.22.

We have "800" phone update that cost $6.00 per call, and billed to a credit card. Call (1-970-586-4760) for sign up.
We update Eastern Time at 9:45 and 4:10. Question? Call (402) 413-0980.

SPY is running into the February high (So far the SPX has not touched the February High). SPY is matching the
February high and the VIX is making a higher low which at the moment is a divergence. The SPY was up 7 days in
a row going into yesterday. This much price momentum suggests a higher high will be seen in the next five days.
Therefore if the tick and trin reach extreme levels, a bullish short term setup could form for a rally above the
February high. This potential rally above the February could setup an intermediate term sell signal if the VIX fails
to break below its February low while the SPY is above its February high. Join us on twitter @OrdOracle
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The above chart is on a weekly time frame. The bottom window is the 3 week average of the Equity Put/Call ratio;
Reading below .52 have been bearish, current reading is .49. The second window down from the top is the weekly
RSI. Notice the October 2018 tested the previous January high and produced an RSI divergence which produced
the late year decline. Weekly SPX is now testing the February high and so far there is an RSI divergence. SPX
needs to keep rallying for the RSI divergence to go away, which is unlikely. Market could be setting up for a
September decline. Join us on twitter. @OrdOracle
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On todays decline the Volume Jumped near 50% compared to the previous day’s volume. A jump in volume of
30% or greater compared to the previous days volume suggests a “Selling Climax”. We have marked two previous
days going back to April where volume jumped near 30% or greater on a decline. This “Selling Climax” day
usually mark a worthwhile low and since today’s “Selling Climax” looks to be over a 50% expansion in volume
would suggests a rally back to the recent highs if not higher. We remain intermediate term bullish. Long GDX on
7/8/20 at 38.62. www.ord-oracle.com. New Book release "The Secret Science of Price and Volume" by
Timothy Ord, buy www.Amazon.com.
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